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101. . . . INCREASED EXPRESSION OF MELATONIN IN THE... (2*)
102. . . . PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PROTEOMIC CHARACTERIZATION OF CAMPYLOBACTER... (2*) (NIH K23 DK103911)
103. . . . BENEFICIAL EFFECTS OF A LOCALLY ADMINISTERED... (2*) (4)
104. . . . ASSOCIATIONS BETWEEN FECAL SHORT CHAIN FATTY... (4*)
105. . . . SACCHAROMYCES BOULARDII, A YEAST PROBIOTIC, REGulates... (5*)
106. . . . ALTERED GENDER DIFFERENCE IN BRAIN HISTAMINE... (2*)
107. . . . DISCONTINUITY OF CARE AMONG INFLAMMATORY BOWEL... (5*)
108. . . . THE PREVALENCE AND USE OF CANNABIS... (5*)
109. . . . ORAL VANCOMYCIN INDUCES AND MAINTAINS REMISSION... (5*)
110. . . . STOPPING S-AMINOSALICYLATES IN CROHN'S DISEASE PATIENTS... (6*)
111. . . . INCREASING VACCINATION RATES WITH A PATIENT... (5*)
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119. . . . RNA-BINDING PROTEIN HUR REGULATES AUTOHAPY ACTIVITY... (2*)
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125. . . . GUT MICROBIAL DYSBIOSIS CONTRIBUTES TO FATIGUE... (6*) (3)
126. . . . SLC7A5 IS CRUCIAL FOR MAINTENANCE OF... (2*)
127. . . . IN-DEPTH CHARACTERIZATION OF HOST-GENETICS AND GUT... (4*) (2)
128. . . . SINGLE-CELL ANALYSIS OF T CELL PATHOGENESIS... (4*)
129. . . . USING DEEPLARNNING AND GENETIC BIGDATA TO... (2*) (6)
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133. . . . GUT MICROBE-PRODUCED SHORT CHAIN FATTY ACIDS... (2*) (4)
134. . . . PRIMARY AND PLURIPOTENT STEM CELL DERIVED... (2*) (4)
135. . . . H. PYLORI INDUCES GASTRIC EPITHELIAL CELL... (2*)
136. . . . THE INTESTINAL MICROENVIRONMENT INDUCES A TRANSCRIPTION... (4*)
137. . . . LEVERAGING HUMAN INTESTINAL ORGANOIDS TO ADVANCE... (3*) (AbbVie)
138. . . . INHIBITORS (VERAPAMIL AND... (4*)
139. . . . THE MICROBIAL METABOLITE BUTYRATE PROMOTES GOBLET... (2*)
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141. . . . SURGERY IN VERY EARLY ONSET INFLAMMATORY... (6*)
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IDENTIFICATION OF PATHOGENIC BACTERIA IN SEVERE... *(2)*

PROTEUS IS A KEY CANDIDATE IN... *(6)*
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GUT MICROBIOTA PROFILING IN A PROSPECTIVE... *(4)*
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DIETARY INTERVENTIONS AMELIORATE INFECTIOUS COLITIS THROUGH... *(2)*

EXCLUSIVE ENTERAL NUTRITION (EEN) AND CROHN’S... *(2)* *(3)*

GUT MICROBIOTA MATURATION DURING EARLY LIFE... *(2)* *(4)*
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MANAGEMENT OF SUPRAGASTRIC BELCHING WITH COGNITIVE... *(1)*
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EFFICACY AND SAFETY OF HOT AND... *(5)*
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VALIDATION OF A NATURAL LANGUAGE PROCESSING... *(2)*

INHIBITORY SMAD6 REDuces SOX9 EXPRESSION IN... *(2)*

ROLE OF ENDOGENOUS AND EXOGENOUS CARBON... *(4)* *(Jagiellonian University Medical College, Faculty of Medicine, statutory grant No. 007716)*

EXPOSURE OF BARRETT’S AND ESOPHAGEAL ADENOCARCINOMA... *(2)* *(4)*
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335. . . VEDOLIZUMAB TARGETS LYMPHOID AGGREGATES IN THE... (2*1)[3]|) (Takeda Pharmaceuticals)
336. . . USING DEEP LEARNING FOR AUTOMATED GRADING... (2*)
337. . . COMPLETE HISTOLOGIC NORMALIZATION IS ASSOCIATED WITH... (5*)
338. . . LIVER TRANSPLANTATION FOR PRIMARY SCLEROSING CHOLANGITIS... (5*)
347. . . IS SUCROSE THE SIXTH FODMAP IN... (4*)
348. . . BMI RATHER THAN SYMPTOMS IS ASSOCIATED... (5*)
349. . . BASELINE GLP-1 LEVEL CORRELATES WITH DEGREE... (5*)
350. . . GWAS-IDENTIFIED METABOLIC SYNDROME GENES ARE TIGHTLY... (2*1)[3] (Pathway Genomics)
357. . . PROSPECTIVE EVALUATION OF A NOVEL, ENDOSCOPIC... (2*)[(6]
358. . . CLOSE FOLLOW-UP IS ASSOCIATED WITH FEWER... (2*)
359. . . EOSINOPHILIC ESOPHAGITIS-LIKE DISEASE WITH LACK OF... (2*)
360. . . ORAL VISCUOUS Budesonide VERSUS SWALLOWED FLUTICASONE... (2*)
361. . . FUNCTIONAL LUMINAL IMAGING PROBE PROVIDES AN... (6*)[1)(2]
362. . . IBD EPIDEMIOLOGY: WHAT IS GOING ON... (5*)
363. . . DOES RIFAXIMIN OFFER ANY PROMISE IN... (5*)
364. . . EARLY USE OF AZATHIOPRINE ASSOCIATED WITH... (5*)
365. . . EFFICACY AND SAFETY OF INFliximab RETREATMENT... (5*)
366. . . SURVEILLANCE COLONOSCOPIES IN ULCERATIVE COLITIS: DOES... (4*)
367. . . VAGUS NERVE STIMULATION REDUCES DISEASE ACTIVITY... (3*1)(SetPoint Medical)
369. . . TARGETED DELETION OF THE ATP-BINDING CASSETTE... (2*)
370. . . PREVALENCE OF NON-ALCOHOLIC FATTY LIVER DISEASE... (5*)
371. . . USING A MACHINE LEARNING PROGRAM -... (2*)
372. . . ELMO1, A MICROBIAL SENSOR, REGULATES BACTERIAL... (2*)
373. . . ROLE OF SURFACE POLYSACCHARIDES OF ADHERENT- INVASIVE... (6*)
374. . . MICRONRNA-125A PROTECTS INTESTINAL MUCOSAL INFLAMMATION THROUGH... (2*)[The tio ral Science Foundation of Chi (81630017)]
375. . . HELMINTH EXPOSURE ALTERS TH17 SUBPOPULATION PLASTICITY... (2*)
377. . . PROTECTIVE AND POTENTIALLY AGGRESSIVE BACTERIAL SPECIES... (2*)
401. . . EFFICACY AND SAFETY OF COMBINED CCP-1X/SULINDAC... (3*1)(Cancer Prevention Pharmaceuticals, Inc.)
414. . . A ROLE FOR THE STOMACH IN... (4*)
415. . . COMBINED BLOCKADE OF α4β7 AND 8β7... (3*1)(Genentech Inc., South San Francisco, CA)
416. . . THE ORAL α4β7 INTEGRIN SPECIFIC ANTAGONIST... (3*1)(Protagonist Therapeutics, Inc.)
417. . . FUNCTIONAL CHARACTERIZATION OF ENTEROCHROMAFFIN CELLS USING... (2*)
418. . . DEFECTIVE CFTR FUNCTION IN PANCREATIC DUCTAL... (4*)[1)(2]
419. . . LACTOBACILLUS REUTERI SECRETES γ-GLUTAMYLGLYCINE TO SUPPRESS... (2*)
421. . . PATHOLOGICAL ACTIVATION OF PIEZO1 IS THE... (2*)
422. . . EPITHELIAL IDO1 MODULATES AHR AND NOTCH... (2*)[6]
423. . . IDENTIFYING THE MOST COST-EFFECTIVE TREATMENT ALGORITHM... (5*)
424. . . A PROSPECTIVE, LONGITUDINAL STUDY OF METABOLOMIC... (2*)
425. . . DURABLE TRANSFER OF CANDIDATE PROCARCINOGENIC BACTERIA... (2*)
426. . . MARKED ALTERATIONS IN THE FECAL VIROME... (4*)
427. . . FECAL MICROBIOTA TRANSPLANTATION REGULATES CIRCULATING MICRONNA... (4*)
428. . . SOLUTE CARRIER FAMILY 26 MEMBER 3... (3*1)[2][Funding: Merck & Company sponsored this study. HWK was supported by NIH R03 DK103964 grant. CP was supported by NIH U01 DK110003-01 and P30 DK 43101-26.]
429. . . AUTOIMMUNE ANTIBODIES AND SYMPTOMS OF AUTOIMMUNE... (2*)
430. . . A MULTICENTER, RANDOMIZED, DOUBLE-BLIND STUDY OF... (3*)[1](Lyrical Pharmaceuticals, South San Francisco, CA, USA)
431. . . ACTIVATION OF Nrf2 ATTENUATES DELAYED GASTRIC... (2*)
432. . . PROTEOMICS IN GASTROPARESIS: UNIQUE AND OVERLAPPING... (2*)[Study funded by NIDDK grants: U01DK112193, U01DK112194, U01DK073983, U01DK073975, U01DK074035, U01DK074007, U01DK073974, U24DK074008)
433. . . LOSS OF CX3CR1-POSITIVE GASTRIC MUSCULARIS MACROPHAGES... (2*)
434. . . CHARACTERIZATION OF PYLORIC TONIC AND PHASIC... (5*)
435. . . DUAL THERAPY WITH ESOMEPRAZOLE AND AMOXICILLIN... (2*1)[3][This study was funded by ‘12th Five-Year’ tio Science and Technology Support Plan project (2012BAI06802) and AstraZeneca Investment (Ch) Co., Ltd.)
436. . . THE Efficacy OF FOURTEEN-DAYS ESOMEPRAZOLE AND... (4*)
437. . . AN OPEN-LABEL, MULTI-CENTER, RANDOMIZED, SUPERIORITY TRIAL... (5*)
438. . . HISTOLOGICAL GASTRITIS IN A COMMUNITY POPULATION... (3*1)[The study was supported by Olympus Sverige AB (Box 1816, 171 23 Sol, Sweden), who supplied study equipment.)
439. . . RESIDUAL RISK OF GASTRIC CANCER FOLLOWING... (5*)
440. . . ROBUSTNESS OF ELUXADOLINE FOR THE TREATMENT... (3*1)[This study was supported by Allergan plc, Dublin, Ireland. Writing assistance by Complete
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441. . . PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS HAVE A VARYING EFFECT... (6*)

442. . . SAFETY PROFILE OF ELUXADOLINE IN PATIENTS... (3*) (This study was supported by Allergan plc, Dublin, Ireland. Writing assistance by Complete HealthVizion, Inc., Chicago, IL, USA with funding by Allergan plc, Dublin, Ireland.)

443. . . INTESTINAL BIOFILMS ARE AN ENDOSCOPIC FEATURE... (2*)

444. . . RIFAXIMIN FOR IMPROVING ABDOMINAL PAIN AND... (3*) ( Funded by Salix Pharmaceuticals.)

445. . . NT-NTR1 SIGNALING POSITIVELY REGULATES INTESTINAL FATTY... (2*)

446. . . MODULATION OF BILE ACIDS PATHWAY IN... (2*) (Fund and product provided by Satiogen Pharmaceuticals.)

447. . . DIFFERENCES IN PREVALENCE OF METABOLIC CONDITIONS... (5*)

448. . . CHOLECYSTECTOMY ALTERS GASTROINTESTINAL HEALTH INDICES AND... (4*)

449. . . HIGH FAT KETOCARD DIET DECREASES SERUM... (4*)

450. . . EFFECT OF FARNESOID X RECEPTOR ACTIVATION... (2*)

451. . . FUNCTIONAL GENOMIC SCREENING USING CRISPR/CAS9 IDENTIFIES... (4*)

452. . . TRIM67 PREVENTS COLORECTAL TUMORIGENESIS IN MICE BY... (2*)

453. . . THERAPEUTIC DOSE OF PELVIC RADIATION SLOWS... (2*)

454. . . PD-L1 EXPRESSION REGULATES TUMOR CELL APOPTOSIS... (2*) (4)

455. . . DIFFERENTIAL POST-TRANSLATIONAL MODIFICATION OF POLYMORPHIC MSH3... (2*) (4)

456. . . DCLK1 MONOCLONAL ANTIBODY-BASED CAR-T CELLS AS... (2*)

457. . . ON DEMAND VS CONTINUOUS USE OF... (4*)

458. . . SUCCESSFUL REDUCTION OF OVERALL AND INAPPROPRIATE... (5*)

459. . . TRENDS IN PRESCRIBING OF ACID-REDUCING THERAPIES... (1*)

460. . . EFFECTS OF PROTON-PUMP INHIBITORS IN PATIENTS... (5*)

461. . . ANOTHER FALSE ALARM: NO GOOD EVIDENCE... (5*)

462. . . CIRCULATING EXTRACELLULAR VESICLES AND SPHINGOLIPIDS CARGO... (2*)

463. . . SIGNIFICANTLY WORSE FUNCTIONAL STATUS AT TIME... (5*)

464. . . SIGNIFICANT INCREASES IN ALCOHOL CIRRHOSIS RELATED... (5*)

465. . . INFLAMMATION-INDUCED LOSS OF SPROUTY2 IN THE... (2*) (6) (NIH R01DK95004 (MRF) Crohn’s & Colitis Foundation Career Development Award (MAS))

509. . . WOMEN GASTROENTEROLOGISTS ARE UNDERREPRESENTED IN RECOGNITION... (5*)

510. . . STRATEGIES TO ACCOUNT FOR COLONOSCOPY VOLUME... (6*)

511. . . ENDOSCOPIC HISTORY POTENTIALLY EXPLAINS SURVIVAL DIFFERENCES... (4*)

512. . . DONOR HEALTH SCREENING FOR FECAL MICROBIOTA... (5*)

513. . . MORTALITY IN MICROSCOPIC COLITIS - RESULTS... (5*)

514. . . BEVERAGE INTAKE AND THE INCIDENCE OF... (2*)

515. . . COLONOSCOPY AFTER HOLIDAYS IS AN INDEPENDENT... (5*)

516. . . RACIAL DISPARITIES IN THE CARE OF... (4*)

517. . . RACIAL AND ETHNIC TRENDS IN ESOPHAGEAL... (5*)

518. . . RACIAL DISPARITIES IN RATES OF SURGERY... (5*)

519. . . THE AGE TO STOP ENDOSCOPIC SURVEILLANCE... (2*)

520. . . OVERUSE OF SURVEILLANCE ENDOSCOPY FOR BARRETT’S... (2*)
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568. . . . HIGHER INFlixIMAB AND
ADAlUMIMAB TROUGH LEVELS... (5*)
569. . . . ADAlUMIMAB FOR PATIENTS
WITH CroHN’S DISEASE... (3*) (AbBvie)
570. . . . EARLY ENDOscopic RETROGRADE
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